Prerequisite Policy, College of Management, Effective Fall 2020

This is to remind you of the College of Management prerequisite policy change that will be effective July 1, 2020. Starting the 2020-21 catalog year, all scheduled prerequisites will require at least a grade of C for students to advance on to courses that require these prerequisites. Prerequisites taken at Park under a previous catalog with a grade of D will be acceptable as each are now. Courses that have prerequisites with earned D’s for prerequisites taken (at Park) prior to the 2020-21 catalog will require scheduling overrides on and after July 1, 2020.

To clarify:
- A student passes with a D in MG371 in U1A20 can enroll in MG420 in F1A20. This will require a manual override by the SSC or CCD.
- Distant students should still be able to enroll themselves through U1A20 for courses that have a prerequisite with an earned D.
- This policy change is not related to the student’s degree audit catalog year, but instead will be effective July 1, 2020 for all scheduled courses that are prerequisites for remaining degree requirements.